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This new edition still comes with a comprehensive 312 page index and now includes free QR Code

access to download the entire book on audio as well as other great study aids and resources.
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An earlier reviewer referred to the text as "God given," and I agree. One feels gifted by God in the

reading of this book, something I can still say after 30 years of its companionship. Many who are

spiritually alive (or seeking to be so) will find their inner "truth resonators" vibrating soundly when

they read this text, no matter which edition they read. A beautiful quality of this book is that no one

needs to "tell" you if it is true or not. You will recognize its truth on a soul level, or not.There was a

time when some considered this text "stolen" from the Foundation, but I pray such perceptions

continue to heal and become reconciled. Commendably, the Foundation safeguarded the process

of shepherding the contents into book form (publishing it in 1955). Much later, they sued for

copyright, but lost. At the time of that lawsuit, some readers put alot on the line financially, in order

to protect public access to the book and its contents. One such person is Kristin M., who was

ultimately forced into bankruptcy by the court costs, losing her home, etc. (Her portrait hangs in

tribute, in my inner gallery of spiritual heroes.) Many selfless acts were made then, because the

privilege of access is just that important. Now (happily), the contents are available on line--for

free!--in both print and audio versions, and in a growing number of languages.Anyone who brings

"eyes to see" to the material recognizes that the book was given to all of humanity for the benefit of

all of humanity. It's a text which has the potential to change lives, and even nations, if sincerely



applied. Book distribution by both publishers is an act of service toward all seeking expanded truth.

The Urantia Book contains the stories, the cosmology, and the theological perspectives which

inevitably will be a fundamental part of the Christianity of the future.The traditional Christian stories

and classic theological perspectives are expanded and developed in this remarkable book. The

story of Adam and Eve, the rebellion and fall of Lucifer, the development of the Hebrew scriptures

and the Bible, the life and teachings of Jesus, the atonement doctrine, an understanding of life after

death -- all of these key elements of the Christian experience are developed in remarkable detail in

The Urantia Book. Not since the days of the Aquinas synthesis in the 13th century has such a

comprehensive integration of Christian thought been achieved.The Christianity of the future will

embody the perspective contained in The Urantia Book. Why? Because this perspective integrates

scientific insight, highly regarded philosophic viewpoints, and widely accepted Christian theologic

understandings. In the normal course of intellectual evolution the integration articulated in The

Urantia Book is inevitable if Christianity is to continue as a relevant influence in the 21st century. In

a reading of The Urantia Book today, the results of this integration may be experienced, much to the

satisfaction of sincere spiritual seekers struggling in today's post-modern environment of intellectual

and theological turbulence.For example, readers interested in theology will be intrigued by the

manner in which the text integrates traditional trinitarian theology with process theology -- producing

a robust platform from which additional theological and philosphical perspectives may be developed

in the future.
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